PRODUCT NAME: Wynn Tool
AKRON PART NUMBER: Wynn-5D and Wynn-6D

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The new Wynn Tool is a variation of a pike pole developed specifically for pulling ceilings, especially with plaster lathe ceilings. Its unique steel construction design and true chisel tip allows it to easily penetrate any wall or ceiling gaining critical access with little effort. In Akron Brass tradition, this innovative tool is made with highest-grade materials and workmanship.

FEATURES
• Chisel tip
• Angled pike
• Heavy duty steel pole standard with a D-handle design
• Grip tape wrap
• 5 year warranty

PRODUCT STATISTICS
• Wynn-5D
  o Weight – 13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
  o Length – 5 ft. (1.5 m)
• Wynn-6D
  o Weight – 15 lbs. (6.8 kg)
  o Length – 6 ft. (1.8 m)

LIST PRICE (US Dollars, FOB Wooster, OH USA)
Style Wynn-5D ........................................................................................................................................ $271.00
Style Wynn-6D ........................................................................................................................................ $298.00

AVAILABILITY
Currently available
SPECIFICATION
An Akron Brass Wynn Tool item Wynn-(5 or 6)D, with a steel chisel tip combined with a pike end shall be provided. The Wynn tool shall have a steel shaft, industrial quality abrasive grips, sturdy D-Handle, and powder coated black finish. The Wynn Tool shall come with a 5 year warranty.